
GRADUATION CELEBRATION 2024
REGISTRATION FORM

HOSTED BY NCES & WWW.WARRIOR.CAMP
WARRIOR CAMP GC24 Director: Derek Bartlow

Email: WARRIORCAMP1@GMAIL.COM
Location: Nampa Christian Elementary School. 505 W. Orchard Ave. Nampa, Idaho. 83651.
Demographic for Graduation Celebration 2024: Students Graduating from Grade 5 + Parents
‘WARRIOR CAMP’ = ‘WC’. ‘Graduation Celebration 2024’ may be abbreviated as ‘GC24’.

(Please help us keep our activities an Epic Surprise for your Student! Thank you!
This form can be completed and turned in by hand or via computer-and-email)

Sign-Ups:

Name(s) of your child(ren) registering to attend Graduation Celebration 2024 (GC24).

1. __________________________________________________

Parental Information and Consent to Attend Graduation Celebration 2024 (GC24)

______________________________________________________________________________________
Above: Consenting Parent’s Name(s) (Please Print) Relation: Mom or Dad

______________________________________________________________________________________
Above: Consenting Parent’s Phone Number and Email (Important)

Participation:

# of Students in your family who are participating in GC24: _______

# of Parents in your family who are passively spectating at GC24: _______ *

# of Parents in your family who are actively participating in GC24: _______ *

Early Bird Form Submission: by or on May 14, 2024.
Late Bird Form Submission: May 15 – May 21, 2024.

*For more details about what Active Participation and Passive Spectating entail, please
email Derek Bartlow via the email address at the top of this Registration Form. Thank
you!).
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

What to Bring to GC24

1. Bible
2. Important: Eat a substantive breakfast before coming to GC24. Also,

bring a Substantive Snack and Beverage/Water. Recommended
Example: Bring 2 Cliff Bars and 1 Bottle of Gatorade or Water, or
something equally hearty and substantive. 😊

3. Important: Please come to this Event with your swimming suit or
water-and-messy-compatible clothing already on, or on underneath an
outer layer of clothing. In order to get the most out of our time together,
please dress so that any outer layer of clothing (which is worn over the top
of water + messy compatible clothing) can be removed quickly and
modestly while remaining outdoors, and for our water + messy games.
Please avoid water + messy compatible clothing that has metal buttons,
metal zippers, or anything on it that is likely to snag, scratch, or tear any
other material with which it may come into contact. After these water +
messy games, students will have the opportunity to go inside and use
indoor facilities to change back into dry, comfortable, indoor clothing for
the Final Rally, which begins in the Big Gym. Please plan accordingly and
please remember to bring the necessary water + messy compatible
clothing, and clean dry clothing to change back into, including extra
socks, shoes, towel, etc… Thank you!

4. Notebook (optional/recommended)
5. Pen/Pencil (optional/recommended)
6. Big Water Bottle with your name on it. Stay hydrated!😊
7. Sunscreen (Come with it already on, and bring extra)*
8. Any necessary meds, inhalers, bee-sting remedies, etc… Parents, if you

will not be on site to administer as needed, please give these things to a
Teacher with your child’s name, any instructions, and the appropriate
med schedule, as necessary. Thank you.

9. Backpack w/ name on it to contain all the stuff you bring.
10.Extra bag (a Garbage bag works great!) for wet clothes, wet swimming

shorts, messy clothes, etc…
11.Durable, protective, close-toed, outdoor shoes. (There are some

goat-head thorns near one of our Recreation Areas).
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12.Shoes, Flip-Flops, or sandals that can get wet. (There are some goat-head
thorns near one of our Recreation Areas).

13.Squirt Gun (Highly Recommended!)
14.Towel
15. If possible, eat a super-big breakfast and lunch before you come to GC24
16.Other Snacks as desired.
17.Your friends!
18.Your Warrior Shirt or Wrist Band from a previous WARRIOR CAMP Event if

you have it😊*
19.Spending Money for GC24 Store Merchandise (If Desired).
20.Registration Form if your student is registering for GC24 late.
21.For questions, please feel free to email WARRIOR CAMP GC24 Director

Derek Bartlow @ WARRIORCAMP1@GMAIL.COM Thank you!

* Certain items above are marked with an *. This means that the need for these
items is conditional, and may depend on variable factors, such as the weather
or season in which WARRIOR CAMP is taking place, as well as specific
programming for each Warrior Camp, or other variables. Please use your best
judgment when considering these items marked with an * symbol. Thank you!
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MEDICAL FORM
Child or Teen’s Medical/Allergy/Food Allergy Information:

If relevant, please provide any medical information about your child which may benefit our
Medical Respondent. Include details about medicinal needs, inhaler needs, allergies, food
allergies, etc… Is your child allergic to any foaming soaps, baby oil, or detergents which may
be used on our Slip N Slide? Please provide ample and helpful specificity. If necessary, please
use the back of this form or attach an extra page as well. If not applicable, simply write, “NA”.
Thank you.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Child’s Medical Attention:
A trusted medical respondent is normally on-site and available to assist at WC Events. Please
indicate your preferences with an X in the unlikely event that your child experiences need.

1. _____ Send my child to the on-site Event Medical Respondent. I entrust my child to
his/her care and/or judgment, even in the unlikely event of a trip to the hospital.

2. _____ Other. (Please specify below, and use the back of this form if necessary)

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Communication:
In the unlikely event that your child experiences an injury of some kind, please include your
contact phone number and the point at which you would like to be contacted. Although
rigorous safety precautions are implemented and injury is unlikely, if your student does
experience an injury, please also indicate whether you would like to be contacted at the
unlikely point of basic, moderate, or advanced medical care. Thank you.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

WAIVER FORM
Graduation Celebration 2024 (GC24) by WARRIOR CAMP (WC) and Nampa Christian
Elementary School (NCES), is a special, School-hosted event. Before deciding to send
your child to GC24, please understand that doing so involves some risk. We want you
to be informed that WC is a Camp Ministry which is distinguished in part by games,
challenges, competitions, and activities that are physically intense in nature. If you do
not wish for your child or teen to be involved in a Special Event of this kind, then
please execute your right to diligently prevent or remove your child from participation.
This is your right and responsibility. WC and its leaders, and the leaders of the hosting
School, are not legally or financially responsible for any injuries which may occur at
WC or its Special Events, including GC24.

In allowing my child or teen to attend GC24, I understand and accept that there are
risks involved. I hereby release WC and its leaders, as well as leaders from the hosting
School, from any and all liability. In the event that an incident or injury should occur, I
will take no action, legal or otherwise, against WC or its leaders. I will take no legal or
personal action against the hosting School or its leadership. I also understand and
accept that WC and its leaders, as well as the leaders of the hosting school, and the
hosting School itself, are not responsible to amend, compensate, or provide any
redress for any injuries which may occur at WC or GC24. Should I deem it necessary, it
is my responsibility as the parent (or guardian) to discuss these risks with my child
before he/she attends GC24. As the parent (or guardian), I understand that it is my
right and responsibility to prevent my child from participation in any activity which of
which I do not approve. If my child does participate, then this automatically equals
the acceptance of all risks involved. In the unlikely event of injury, I understand that
any costs associated with medical treatment for my child may be the responsibility of
the Insurance Provider for the Hosting School, or of my family’s health insurance
provider, or of some combination of the two.

Overly unruly Students may be sent home without refund, and should this need arise,
parents will be contacted.

I understand that there are risks involved in this Special Event, and, by signing below, I
attest to my continuing desire that my child attend this special Graduation
Celebration 2024.

Media Release: As diligence in promotion is reasonable for ministries such as WARRIOR
CAMP, I also understand and consent to my child or teen being included in WC
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media (photography, video, etc…) that may be captured at WC / GC24, and made
available in Official WC Group Photos, or posted in approved WC or NCES online
platforms for legitimate informational and promotional purposes, as deemed
appropriate by the WC and/or NCES Leadership. (Relatedly, participating kids/youth
are likely to love seeing themselves and their friends in media of this kind). I consent to
the possibility that my child or teen may be filmed from above via camera drone. By
being present at GC24 on the Date specified, parents give their consent to this Media
Release by the act of their physical presence along with that of their child.
Photography and/or videography may occur at GC24. While WC and the Hosting
School promise no automatic exceptions to this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP),
if significant concerns or objections do arise, we are interested to hear and consider
these carefully. Please contact the GC24 Director via email. Thank you! By signing
below, I understand and accept all of these terms and conditions, and continue to
consent and/or desire that my child(ren) or teen(s) should attend Graduation
Celebration 2024.

____________________________________________________________________________________
Above: Consenting signature of parent (or guardian) (Date)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Above: printed name of parent (or guardian) (Date)

________________________
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WARRIOR CAMP’S GC24 STORE + GEAR

Welcome to the WARRIOR CAMP GC24 Store! If you’d like an epic souvenir from GC24,
please feel free to check out the Gear below which we’re planning to bring to GC24! Please
do not pay NCES for any GC24 Gear, but rather please pay at the ‘GC24 Store’ itself in the Big
Gym immediately after GC24 concludes. Thanks! Prices are available upon request or at the
Store itself. (Order delivery to your door after GC24 may also be available with an additional
delivery charge). The Store is scheduled to be open in the Big Gym following GC24 on a first
come first served basis. The Store may remain open on a limited basis by appointment and
while supplies last in the days following GC24 at the WARRIOR CAMP Home Base, which is
located @ 4106 S. Raintree Drive, Nampa, Idaho, 83686. For pricing, details, early pickup,
questions, product pictures and/or videos, please feel free to email us at
unleashepic@gmail.com or call @ 208.866.0743. Thank you! If you’re not interested in the
GC24 Store right now, please feel free to skip ahead to the next section. Thank you! 😊

WARRIOR CAMP GC24 GEAR

WARRIOR CAMP T-shirt (Adult sizes due to vendor recommendation). $15

New Epic Nerf BlowGun Bundle: The Most Epic BlowGuns on Planet Earth: $30

WARRIOR Band (Wide glow-in-the-dark “WARRIOR” Wrist Band): $4

WARRIOR Band (“WARRIOR CAMP” Wrist Band) $2

WARRIOR CAMP Group Photo (8 x 10) (Available after GC24): $20

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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WARRIOR CAMP’S GC24 STORE ORDER FORM
…continued…

Tax may not be included in the above prices. Due to specific vendor
recommendations for kids, shirts are in adult sizes. Please consider your size
accordingly. Shirts may likely shrink slightly upon washing and still allow more
room for growth.

Shipping or Delivery are available with an additional delivery fee. Since some
items (i.e. Group Photo) can’t be ready until after GC24, I’ll get them to you
via the mail or delivery soon after. For local pickup, please include your
Phone # on this form so I can contact you when your order is ready for pickup.
For delivery, please include your mailing address and Phone # somewhere on
this form and in an easily visible/readable manner. Thank you!

Standard Prices are for local pickup in Nampa, Idaho. Please email
unleashepic@gmail.com for details. Thank you!

Want to check out the T-shirts or other GC24 Gear in advance? Email me
(Derek) at unleashepic@gmail.com for pics. :)

Cash Payments are preferred. Cards may also be accepted. Thank you!

_______

1 page closer to done!
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Finale!

GC24 Registration Forms can be dropped off at or mailed to the address
below.

Mailing or Drop Off Address:
Nampa Christian Elementary School

505 W. Orchard Ave.
Nampa, Idaho

83651

---Please continue to the following page to finish with this form. Thanks!---
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Final Page

Thank you for your patience in completing this form as we aim to “Dot the I’s

and cross the T’s!” We are genuinely excited about having your student attend

Graduation Celebration 2024 hosted by WARRIOR CAMP & Nampa Christian

Elementary School, and we hope it will be an epic, fun, safe, unforgettable, and

spiritually monumental celebration for them!

Derek Bartlow

WC Director

Joshua 1:9

www.warrior.camp

_______
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For Official Use Only:
(Indicate Current Status with an X)

______________
PARTICIPATION INDICATED IN FULL (Students and Parents)

______________
PARTICIPATION INDICATED IN PART Content Missing:

______________ ______________
Merch Ordered? Merch Paid For?

Any additional Information or notes are included below or on the back of this page:
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